
  

 

No Code. No Confidence. & Inspect2Protect Go Live 
 

Disaster safety stakeholders marked the beginning of the 2019 Atlantic hurricane season 

equipped with exciting new ways to promote community resilience thanks to the FLASH 

Partnership. The research-informed No Code. No Confidence. campaign and Inspect2Protect 

website came online in May, swiftly garnering news coverage as well as online attention with 

NPR, CardRates, The Weather Channel, and many others featuring the ground-breaking 

initiative.  

Saturday, June 1, NPR’s Weekend Edition aired No Move To Tighten Building Codes As 

Hurricane Season Starts In Florida. The story featured Habitat for Humanity homeowner 

Christina Harding, whose “Habitat Strong” home was still standing after Hurricane Michael. 

FLASH President and CEO Leslie Chapman-Henderson related the importance of adopting and 

enforcing current, modern building codes. 

CardRates focused on the FLASH Partnership and mission in the article FLASH Raises 

Awareness of Disaster Preparedness and Building Codes to Safeguard Families and Assets on 

May 30. The feature covers the importance of insurance and planning to boost resilience, the 

#HurricaneStrong campaign, and the No Code. No Confidence. launch. 

Monday, June 10, Chapman-Henderson and Dale Thomure, Manager, Community Mitigation –

Legacy Partner ISO appeared on The Weather Channel’s Weather Underground (#WUTV) 

hosted by Mike Bettes with Dr. Rick Knabb to talk about the campaign and how strong building 

codes increase community resilience. 

The Weather Channel included a premier of the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) 

featuring on-air meteorologists Dr. Rick Knabb and Alex Wilson during the program. 

Additionally, Chapman-Henderson announced the release of the new commentary paper, Why 

Americans Aren’t Concerned About Building Codes (even though they should be), that outlines 

the research effort behind Inspect2Protect.org. 

The next morning, Chapman-Henderson appeared with Jim Cantore and Stephanie Abrams on 

The Weather Channel’s AMHQ. They aired the second campaign PSA entitled Four-Way Stop. 

They examined the underlying No Code. No Confidence. research findings, including FLASH 

partners’ engineering analysis of structural code adoption statuses. They pointed out the 

challenge that while most Americans believe that building codes are already “in place”, 

approximately two-thirds of at-risk communities lack the codes and standards necessary for 

safe and optimal building performance. 

The No Code. No Confidence. campaign includes a downloadable Partner Toolkit with 

animations, images, and public service announcements for use in presentations, briefings, and 
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with news and social media channels. More than 50 organizations signed on to support the 

campaign during the first week. 

Some of the top Tweets included:  

“Structural materials and finishes built with concrete resist deterioration and help minimize 

maintenance costs over time.” #CodeConfident #NoCodeNoConfidence – Portland Cement 

Association  

“Getting a look at the #NoCodeNoConfidence effort from @FederalAlliance a campaign to 

engage the public in increase understanding and engagement with the Building Codes process 

learn more at inspecttoprotect.org #ASFPM2019 #Resilience” – Marcus T. Coleman Jr. 

“A community with no (or antiquated) codes is destined to suffer… needlessly. The Building 
Code brings resilience to you and your neighbors #NoCodeNoConfidence #Resilience Learn 
about your community at inspecttoprotect.org.” – Royster Wright, IBHS  
 
“On target message and outreach from @FLASH, GREAT JOB! #NoCodeNoConfidence” – 

Lehigh White Cement 

 “Almost 70% of Americans facing hazards aren’t benefitting from updated building codes (& 

same # think their codes are up to date) @FloodsOrg @USCUSA #NoCodeNoConfidence 

@Federal Alliance” – Shana Udvardy 

“Consumers…assume, incorrectly, that leaders would not allow anyone to build them a home 

without using a playbook of minimum safety standards.” – Headwaters Economics   

“TY @mikebettes @DrRickKnabb and @TWCAlexWilson for the opportunity to talk #Resilience 

through stronger #buildingcodes #NoCodeNoConfidence #WUTV” – Leslie Chapman-

Henderson 

Please visit InspectToProtect.org and request a Partner Toolkit if you would like to participate 
in the campaign. Once you do, you will receive an email with your username and password to 
access the site. Also, please share this email with your colleagues and external partners who 
wish to help promote strong building codes and disaster resilience. If you have any questions, 
email support@flash.org or call (877) 221-SAFE today. 
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